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The authors McKinlay, de la Mare and Welsh (hereafter MDW) have recently

submitted two papers to the 2018 Scientific Committee meeting concerning the

JARPA minke whale discussions. The first, McKinlay, de la Mare & Welsh (2018b),

presents MDW’s analysis of the JARPA data using generalised additive models

(GAMs). The other, McKinlay, de la Mare & Welsh (2018a), offers their opinion on

our work in Cunen, Walløe & Hjort (2017), and especially in Cunen, Walløe & Hjort

(2018a). In Section 1 we provide our impressions on McKinlay et al. (2018b) and in

Section 2 we present detailed answers to the criticism in McKinlay et al. (2018a).

In Section 3 we offer some further analyses of a large linear mixed effect model with

many interaction terms.

We are compelled to answer McKinlay et al. (2018a) since they put forward a

number of claims concerning our contributions, some of which we find to be inaccu-

rate (see Section 2). However, when it comes to answering the main question about

potential trends in body condition, the issues raised in McKinlay et al. (2018a) are

of secondary importance – we find most of them to have little influence on our re-

sults. Indeed, as we show in Section 1.2, despite the numerous differences between

our and MDW’s analyses, we find that the GAM models in McKinlay et al. (2018b)

are consistent with our positions: that there has been an overall decline in body

condition over the JARPA years.

1. Reactions to “No substantial change in Antarctic minke whale

condition during the JARPA years”

We thank MDW for their interesting contribution in No substantial change in

Antarctic minke whale condition during the JARPA years (McKinlay et al., 2018b) .

They model two responses, body weight (BWt) and blubber thickness (BT11), using

the framework of generalised additive models (GAMs). They split the available

data into four parts according to sex and region (west/east), and provide some

arguments for this choice. In their presentation of the results, they introduce a new
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focus parameter (a parameter of primary interest), namely the accumulated blubber

thickness in each year.

In this section we will make the following points:

(1) We consider MDW’s choice of focus (the accumulated blubber thickness in

each year) to be less informative than the more natural choice of looking at

the effect of year directly.

(2) While we do not necessarily agree with all the modelling choices made by

MDW, their results are broadly consistent with ours and with our opinion

that there has been an overall decrease in body condition.

(3) Splitting up the data into four parts is unnecessary. Differences between

males/females and in different regions can be accommodated by interactions.

Throughout, we will focus our attention on the BT11 analyses in McKinlay et al.

(2018b). The choice of response variable was discussed in great lengths in the 2017

Scientific Committee meeting and in our opinion, most delegates agreed that total

body weight constitutes a less relevant measure of body condition compared to the

available measurements of blubber thickness, fat weight and girth.

First, we need to correct the impression made by the authors of MDW that our

FIC approach completely sacrifices model plausibility in order to gain precise esti-

mates (McKinlay et al., 2018b, p. 34). We do not agree with this interpretation. As

we have repeated several times (in our report last year, and in other manuscripts),

the plausibility of the wide model is of prime importance. That model should reflect

all the available biological knowledge and assumptions. The plausibility of the can-

didate models on the other hand, is less important, since the role of these models is

to produce good estimators which are supposed to approximate the focus parameter

in the wide model, with increased precision (as evaluated under the wide model).

We will come back to this point in Section 2.

1.1. Accumulated blubber thickness. In their result section, MDW do not present

plots showing the effect of year. Year is a covariate in their models and the plots

showing the effect of year are available, but very small, in the appendix (for instance

on pages 93, 104, 115 and 126). We will discuss the effect of year in the next sub-

section. MDW have chosen another focus parameter, the seasonal accumulation in

blubber thickness in each year. They investigate this quantity by so-called model

predictions, i.e. by drawing observations from their fitted models. As far as we

understand, they repeat the following procedure a number of times for each year,

• predict Early BT11: draw an “average” whale at the beginning of the season

(i.e. with low date, low diatom load and low foetus length for females) and

predict its BT11;
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• predict Late BT11: draw an“average”whale at the end of the season (i.e. with

high date, high diatom load and high foetus length for females) and predict

its BT11;

• look at the difference between BT11 at the end and at the beginning of the

season (Late− Early).

This quantity reflects the effect of date (and diatom load or foetus length) in each

year and MDW seek to study whether this effect has changed over the years. How-

ever, the quantity does not fully reflect the potential year trend. For instance, if

one season has been “bad” the whales will probably start the next season at a lower

level, while the accumulation stays the same or even increases. In fact, after one or

more bad years, the accumulation in the next years might need to increase consid-

erably for the whales to maintain their BT11 level. For most of the subgroups, the

analyses of MDW demonstrate a disparity between trends in BT11 level and trends

in the seasonal accumulation. This disparity is illustrated in the Figures 18 and 19

in the appendix of McKinlay et al. (2018b); these Figures, for the western females,

show a clear decline for BT11 measured late in the season over the years, while the

accumulation has a less pronounced decline. The eastern females experience decline

in BT11 both early and late in the season, but the seasonal accumulation appears to

stay constant (Figures 24, 25, 26). A similar pattern is also present for the western

males (Figures 31, 32, 33).

Modelling the accumulated blubber thickness requires a more careful treatment

than MDW offer at this stage. Investigating the trend in the accumulated blubber

thickness is a related, but different question than focusing on the trend in BT11

directly, and requires careful thinking about the assumed model. For instance, in

what way should a model for the seasonal accumulation incorporate the year effect?

In MDW’s current model, the Early and Late predictions are (by design) subject

to approximately the same year trends and therefore it is not surprising that the

seasonal accumulation (the difference between Late and Early) mostly appears to be

constant. As far as we understand, differences between the Early and Late trends

are only allowed to enter the models via the interaction terms between year and

date, and year and diatom/ foetus length. We believe that if one really believes that

the trend in BT11 is solely driven by the trend in seasonal accumulation, one should

assume a model including the year covariate only through its interaction terms and

not as a main effect. This can be illustrated with a very simplified linear example:

Example 1. Assume that BT11 is a function of date, BT11 = α+ βDate+ ε

and that year only influences BT11 via the effect of date, β = αy+βyY ear+εy (where

ε and εy are independent and normally distributed error terms). Then the implied
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model is BT11 = α+(αy +βyY ear+εy)Date+ε = α+αyDate+βyY ear∗Date+εn,

where εn is a new error term.

There are also questions about which covariate values to condition on at the

beginning and end of the seasons. For example considering foetus length for the

females; for their late season predictions, MDW condition on the 80th percentile

of foetus length, thus conditioning on the late season whale having a big foetus.

When we look at the data we see that many whales still have small foetuses at

the end of the season (Figure 1.4) – have these whales suffered sub-optimal feeding

conditions? If that is the case, conditioning on observing a big foetus late in the

season is equivalent to conditioning on observing a healthy whale (and thereby not

taking into account the whales that may be in worse condition).

1.2. The results in McKinlay et al. (2018b) are consistent with an overall

decline in condition. We agree that relationships in nature seldom are entirely

linear, and we have therefore nothing against the use of GAMs. That being said, lin-

earity can often be a good approximation. Models in the linear class are often easier

to use and certainly easier to interpret, especially the interaction terms. Consider

for example the figures representing the interaction effects on the pages 93, 104, 115

and 126. We find it hard to understand what these figures tell us about for instance

the interaction between year and date (and MDW make no effort to enlighten the

reader on this point). Also, looking at some of the plots on the pages 93, 104, 115

and 126 we see that many of the relationships are in fact very close to linear, for

instance the effects of BLm and BWt.

We have reproduced some of the analyses in McKinlay et al. (2018b). Specifi-

cally, for BT11 we have refitted models M3 for females in east and west, and models

M4 for males in east and west. These four models are the ones MDW prefer among

those considered for BT11. The fitted models are given in the appendix in McKinlay

et al. (2018b) on pages 91, 102, 113 and 124. Since we are interested in the effect

of year we have plotted these effects. Plots of the effect of year are also included

in McKinlay et al. (2018b) (on pages 93, 104, 115 and 126) but are very small and

with unnecessarily large vertical axes. We have therefore zoomed in on these plots

– recall that the effect of year is small on the scale of the measurements (which is

centimeters in the BT11 case), but considerable over the whole surface of a whale.

We have used the same dataset as in McKinlay et al. (2018b) and split the data into

four parts in the same way.

In all the figures below, we have added the fitted line for the overall year effect

from our wide model in Cunen et al. (2018b) (in blue), and the line for the year

effect from the winning model for BT11 according to FIC in Cunen et al. (2018b) (in
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red). These two lines are thus the same in each of the plots below, and they should

be interpreted as lines showing the overall year effect (in a sense “the average” line

between regions and sexes). Recall that this effect of year is negative and significant

(Cunen et al., 2018b) .

MDW’s results show an overall negative effect of year, but with differences be-

tween sexes and regions. Females seem to have a less linear relationship than males.

One might wonder if this truly reflects a biological reality or whether the pattern is

a result of overfitting. The western regions have a clear negative trend, while in the

east the effect is smaller for females and close to zero for males.

Clearly, the year trend in our models (both the wide and the winning model) are

not dramatically different from the year effects in MDW’s GAM models. Indeed, the

year trend from our LME models could be considered as an approximation to the

overall year effect in MDW’s models. Despite the models having large differences,

the fitted lines from our models describe a plausible mean effect across regions: we

see that for some parts of the data the year effect from the GAM models indicate

a more pronounced negative trend than the trend from our models (for instance for

the western males), while for other parts of the data the GAM models indicate a

weaker trend than our models (for instance for the eastern males).

We therefore claim that the analyses of the year effect are in overall agreement.

The reason MDW reach opposite conclusions compared to ours, lies not in our

(mostly) linear approach, nor in our “failure to” split the data into several parts,

nor in our “failure to” include both body weight and body length as size controlling

variables (these are the reasons offered by MDW, in McKinlay et al. (2018b, p. 28);

we discuss several of these questions in Section 2). The differences in conclusion are

primarily due to MDW’s choice of focus, namely the accumulated blubber thickness

in each season. As we discuss in Section 1.1, we find this focus to be less informative

than looking at the effect of year directly.
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Figure 1.1. The year effect in MDW’s models FW.BT11.M3 and FE.BT11.M3,

i.e. female whales in the west (left panel) and east (right panel).

Default confidence bands from the mgcv package. The coloured

lines are estimated year effects from our wide model (in blue), and

from the winning model (in red).
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Figure 1.2. The year effect in MDW’s model MW.BT11.M3, i.e. male whales in

the west with low (left panel) and high (right panel) diatom load.
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Figure 1.3. The year effect in MDW’s model ME.BT11.M3, i.e. male whales in

the east with low (left panel) and high (right panel) diatom load.
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1.3. Splitting up the data is unnecessary. We do not agree that splitting the

data is strictly necessary as is claimed by MDW. On the contrary, we believe that

one should allow the possibility of borrowing strength between regions, while also

including interaction terms so that potential differences are taken care of. MDW

claim that space and time are exactly confounded, but in our opinion this would

only be correct if one believed in absolutely no smoothness in space and time.

Splitting the data can make issues with uneven sampling worse, as it hinders

the model to benefit from existing similarities between effects in the different groups

defined by MDW. As we see from MDWs fitted models on the pages 93, 104, 115

and 126, many of the covariates have very similar effects in the four groups – as we

would expect! Differences between the sexes and in the regions can be taken care of

by interaction terms (see for instance Section 3).

1.4. How long have the whales been in the Antarctic? MDW devote con-

siderable energy to discussions of which variables are the most trustful measures

of time spent in Antarctic waters. They seem to be sceptical of Date (although

they use it actively in their focus parameter) and of Diatom, while preferring

foetus.length (when available). For males it is correct that the correlations between

Date and Diatom is close to 0. For females however, the correlations between Date,

Diatom and foetus.length are positive and considerable: cor(Date,Diatom) =

0.29, cor(Diatom, foetus.length) = 0.66 and cor(Date, foetus.length) = 0.47. The

general relationship between foetus length and date is quite interesting (see Figure

1.4). At the beginning of the season all observed foetuses are small, while at the

end of the season one may observe foetuses of widely different lengths. Could this

reflect delayed foetus development in “bad” years? Or does it reflect variation in

arrival time and/or insemination time?
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Figure 1.4. Female whales: date vs foetus length
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2. Answers to “Issues Cunen, Walløe and Hjort should consider in

relation to their analyses of Antarctic minke whale body

condition”

In McKinlay, de la Mare & Welsh (2018a) MDW present their opinion on our

work in Cunen, Walløe & Hjort (2017), and especially in Cunen, Walløe & Hjort

(2018a). While we agree that some of the issues they raise are valid, their presenta-

tion of our contributions is tainted by several misunderstandings and inaccuracies.

This note constitutes an answer to the issues raised by MDW, while also indicating

the points they appear to have misunderstood.

In this section, we will follow the numbering used in McKinlay et al. (2018a),

and answer the issues in that order. However, we will start by making two general

comments. First, MDW claim that their comments in de la Mare et al. (2017b) have

“remained largely unaddressed”. We do not share this view. In our opinion, most of

the relevant comments in de la Mare et al. (2017b) were addressed in Cunen (2017b),

Cunen (2017a), as well as during the discussions in the committee last year.

Second, MDW declare themselves concerned about the minke whale results we

have presented in Cunen, Walløe & Hjort (2018a), but do not seem to realise that

within the scope of a methodological paper there is little room for lengthy biological

arguments and a long list of candidate models. The JARPA analysis in Cunen et al.

(2018a) is primarily meant as a motivation for and illustration of the methodological

efforts. As we have previously explained, we are planning a different publication in

a biological journal where there will be room for more arguments and more details.

The preliminary result section of that biological paper has been submitted to the

Scientific Committee meeting in Cunen, Walløe, Konishi & Hjort (2018b). The wide

model in those results is different from the wide model in Cunen et al. (2018a).

Importantly, it includes a covariate Region which defines a similar East/West split

as the one MDW currently favour. Thus, we have accommodated our wide model

to some of the suggestions made by MDW this year. Interestingly, the reason we

removed any regional covariates from the wide model in Cunen et al. (2018a) was

also due to MDW. Last year, MDW suspected that “including a region term in

models is at best marginal, and at worst unnecessary” (de la Mare et al., 2017b).

Of course there is nothing wrong in changing one’s mind, but we point to this fact

in order to explain our choice of the wide model in Cunen et al. (2018a). When

we received McKinlay et al. (2018b) in February, the methodological paper Cunen

et al. (2018a) was almost finished and we did not deem it necessary to change the

illustration.
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2.1. West-East sampling regions. This section concerns MDW’s choice of split-

ting the data according to West-East regions. As we discuss in Section 1.3, we do

not agree with the claim in McKinlay et al. (2018a) that space and time are exactly

confounded, but we agree that the wide model should include a Region covariate

and relevant interaction terms. Our current wide model in Cunen et al. (2018b)

includes such terms (see also Section 3).

2.2. Relationship between body size and blubber thickness. Here, MDW

argue that models should include both body weight (BWt) and body length (BLm)

as covariates. We are not convinced that including BWt as a covariate makes com-

plete biological or statistical sense. One of the response variables (fat weight) is

completely contained in the full body weight (BWt); the same is indirectly the case

for the other responses since the blubber thickness and girth are functions of the fat

weight. Also, including BWt as a covariate influences the interpretation of all re-

gression coefficients: the effect of year must then be interpreted as the yearly decline

in BT11 for whales of the same weight. With BWt as a covariate, the year effect

must be interpreted as changes in BT11 coming in addition to changes in BWt.

For the sake of comparisons, we have carried out the full FIC analysis with a

wide model including both BWt and BLm for all the five response variables. These

analyses give somewhat different winning models, compared to the ones in Cunen

et al. (2018b), and the year effect estimates are a bit closer to zero. However, they are

all still significantly different from zero at the 5% level, and all the models containing

the year effect clearly outperform the model without year effect. In McKinlay et al.

(2018a) MDW assert that the decline in body condition we have observed in our

models could be “a false signal” due to our wide model not including both BWt and

BLm. Clearly, this is not the case.

Also, MDW write that their “own models for blubber thickness show little evi-

dence for widespread declines in body condition”. We disagree with this claim and

show in Section 1.2 that the analyses of MDW are consistent with an overall decline

in body condition.

2.3. Limitations of the JARPA sampling program. We agree that all results

from statistical analyses are in a sense conditional on the quality of the data at hand.

MDW’s statement that they are “examining trends in condition as reflected in the

[...] data”, is trivially applicable to our own analyses, and indeed to most other

statistical analyses in the world. However, we are not convinced that the issues

with sampling are so serious as to render all analysis hopeless, as MDW suggest. In

fact, while MDW have written many pages on this subject, we cannot see that the

Scientific Committee has been convinced either: the committee has asked for further
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analyses (which has resulted in the efforts of MDW and ourselves in 2017 and in

2018) and if indeed the Scientific Committee had been convinced of the absolute

hopelessness of this endeavour we cannot see why they would have chosen to spend

any more time on the JARPA minke whale question.

Further, MDW’s claim that we have analysed our data as if they were uncorre-

lated is incorrect. We have included random effects for each year, influencing several

of the fixed effects in the model. Thereby, we allow all observations from the same

year to be correlated.

2.4. Choosing an appropriate wide model. The main message in this section

of McKinlay et al. (2018a) is that any FIC analysis relies on the choice of the wide

model. Naturally, we agree; we have devoted considerable energy to discussions

on this topic in Cunen et al. (2017) and Cunen et al. (2018a). We are pleased the

MDW have shown keen interest in and gained valid insights into the FIC framework,

but feel the need to make some clarifications. First, all parametric inference is

conditional on the choice of model. The choice of the wide model in FIC is no

different from the choice one has to live with in ordinary parametric inference. In a

reasonable statistical sense, when it comes to inference, we believe in our wide model

in Cunen et al. (2018b), just as MDW believe in their GAM models in McKinlay et al.

(2018b). While this is an almost trivial point, there seems to exist some confusion,

which may be illustrated by the table on page 5 in McKinlay et al. (2018a). For

the first and third model MDW write that they use no wide model to evaluate the

root mean square errors (RMSE) of these model. In reality, the wide model used in

these instances are the candidate models themselves, so “CWH wide” and “DMW”

respectively.

We need to clarify (once more) how the FIC approach should be interpreted. The

FIC approach we have used in Cunen et al. (2017) and Cunen et al. (2018a) hinges

on a biologically plausible wide model (which the user must believe is wide enough

to contain the real data generating mechanisms) and consists of a principled way

of “reducing” this wide model in order to obtain more precise estimates of a certain

parameter of interest. We write “reducing” in quotation marks since the candidate

models do not actually need to be smaller than the wide (but we find it most natural

that the wide model should be the largest), nor do they have to be nested within

the wide. The candidate models need not necessarily be biologically plausible: their

aim is to produce good estimators approximating the focus parameter in the wide

model, and thus the candidate models need only contain covariates that influence

the estimation of the focus parameter. The candidate models may therefore lack

some covariates that are important in themselves, but do not influence the focus.

When a candidate model is selected by the FIC score it must be interpreted in the
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following way: this candidate model accurately represents the focus parameter in

the wide model, but the user still believes in the wide, not the candidate.

While we agree with the overall message that FIC depends on the wide model

and that different wide models can lead to different winning models, we are puzzled

by several of the specific claims made by MDW in their Section 4:

(1) In the first paragraph of the section MDW write that “CWH choose models

where the effect of year does not interact with any other term”. This is not

correct: in Cunen et al. (2017) and Cunen et al. (2018b) our wide model

includes interaction terms between year and region.

(2) In the second paragraph of page 5 MDW suddently bring in the linear mixed

effect models from de la Mare et al. (2017a). These models constitute an

entirely different approach from the one they currently favour. In the next

paragraph, they go on to repeat the misleading claims from last year “the

AIC and BIC for the DMW models are -1023.9 and -969.2 respectively, and

for the CWH best model are -327.4 and -286.5. Consequently, when there

is no appreciable gain in precision it is reasonable to prefer the model with

substantially better AIC and BIC values.” These seemingly large differences

in AIC and BIC values were investigated in Cunen (2017a). The comparison

between the models from de la Mare et al. (2017a) and the model selected by

FIC is grossly misleading, since MDW compare some models with BWt as the

size controlling variable with some models with BLm as the size controlling

variable. The size controlling variable as little or no effect on the effect of

year and is merely a choice in the modelling. When models with the same

size controlling variable are compared, AIC favours the models chosen by

FIC.

(3) It is not clear to us how the numbers in the table on page 5 are obtained.

MDW state that they use the models from Cunen et al. (2018a) and the

dataset as in de la Mare et al. (2017a), but we cannot see any explanation

on how the RMSE values are computed. When we try to reproduce their

calculations we get different numbers. MDW should include more details for

these numbers to be taken seriously.

(4) On page 5 MDW write “We would argue that since the DMW model has

much lower AIC/BIC than the CWH wide model it is likely to be a less

biased estimate of the year trend.”. Again, the AIC/BIC comparison is

flawed as we explain in (2), but the sentence is also puzzling on another

level. Why would a model with lower AIC score give a less biased estimate?

And with respect to which model is the bias computed? To calculate the
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bias one needs to assume something about what one believes is true. The

sentence as it currently stands appears close to meaningless.

(5) We have tried to reproduce the histogram in Figure 2 of McKinlay et al.

(2018a), but here again, details on the computations are lacking. How are

the RMSE values calculated? What kind of bootstrapping do MDW use,

do they mean parametric bootstrapping from the wide model? When we

perform a similar analysis (parametric bootstrapping from the wide model,

and FIC calculations) we find close to the opposite pattern compared to what

MDW report. MDW claim that the wide model has a lower RMSE value

than the “best” model in 80% of the runs; we find that the “best” model

has a lower FIC score than the wide in close to 70% of the runs. Still, we

agree that some of the message MDW try to convey in this part is valid:

FIC values are estimates of the true MSE values and differences in FIC score

must be interpreted in this light. We have conducted some investigations of

the variability in the FIC scores in Cunen et al. (2018a).

(6) On page 6 MDW repeat that we should have let year trends be different

in different regions and for males and females. For regions we have already

done so (see (1)). When it comes to Sex, we have investigated including

such interactions in the wide model, and it does not appear to make much

difference (see Section 3).

(7) Next, MDW question the range of focus parameters FIC can accommodate.

Our FIC framework is not limited to focus parameters among the main ef-

fects, but can easily focus on for instance certain interaction terms, functions

of several interaction terms or functions of the random effect parameters. In

Cunen et al. (2017) and Cunen et al. (2018b) our focus parameter is the

overall year effect (across regions and sexes), but other choices are possible.

2.5. Animal-specific indicators of time in Antarctic waters. Here, MDW

argue that diatom score and foetus length are to be preferred over date as indicators

of time spent in the Antarctic (see also 1.4). In relation to this discussion, MDW

criticise our winning model in Cunen et al. (2018a), since this model does not contain

diatom scores or foetus length. This relates to our discussion on the interpretation

of FIC in Section 2.4 above. In our view, MDW’s criticism is misguided since it

is the plausibility of the wide model which is of primary importance (and the wide

model contains both diatom scores and foetus lengths). Again, the candidate model

is meant to produce good estimators and is not meant to be interpreted as being

close to the true data-generating mechanism.
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3. Interactions between year, sex and region

The discussions concerning FIC in Section 2.4 are partly interesting, but we need

to stress that our main conclusions do not hinge on whether the reader accepts the

FIC framework or not. The FIC methodology provides the user with models giving

less variable estimates of the focus parameter (and also constitutes an implicit test

of the year effect by considering a candidate model without year), but the effect of

year can of course be investigated in the wide model itself too (as we did in Cunen

et al. (2017)). Here we briefly investigate a large linear mixed effect model, almost

identical to the wide model in Cunen et al. (2018b), in order to clarify two issues:

• we can easily incorporate interactions with the year effect, specifically we

may investigate the same subgroups as MDW, i.e. by region and sex;

• even within a model with many interaction terms, the overall year effect has

a clear interpretation (as a sort of average effect across regions and sexes)

and constitutes a natural focus parameter.

The model can be written as,

Y ∼Y ear + Y ear2 +BodyLength+ Sex+Diatom+Date+Date2

+ Latitude+ Sex ∗ FetusLength+ Sex ∗Diatom+Diatom ∗Date

+Diatom ∗Date2 + Latitude ∗Date+ Latitude ∗Date2

+Region+ Latitude ∗Region+ Sex ∗Region+Diatom ∗Region

+ Y ear ∗Region ∗ Sex+ Y ear2 ∗Region ∗ Sex+ (1 +Date+Date2|Y ear),

and is identical to the wide model in Cunen et al. (2018b), but with added second

order interactions between regions, sex and year. We have included these terms

in order to show that we can investigate similar subgroups as in McKinlay et al.

(2018b) (but that the main conclusion does not change).

In Figure 3.1 we plot the effect of year. The left panel uses the same two regions

as MDW use. There, we see that the western whales have a more pronounced decline

in BT11 than the eastern whales, just as the GAM models of MDW indicate. There

are also some moderate differences between males and females. Naturally, the line

showing the overall year effect places itself right in the middle of the lines for the

different subgroups. Interestingly, we observe that the overall year effect is very

close to linear (despite the model including a quadratic year term).

The right panel uses the same model, but this time with three regions: west,

east without Ross sea and Ross sea. We note that there seems to be large differences

between males and females in the Ross sea: the females experience little decline in

BT11, while the males see a large decline. However one need to be aware that there
13



are relatively few males in the Ross sea. The effects in the Ross sea seem to have

been driving some of the observed effects in the eastern region in the left panel.
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Figure 3.1. The year effect in different combinations of sex and region. The

black line is the overall year effect. The lines are on the scale of

BT11 (cm) and have all been centered around 0. The left panel

shows the year effect from a model using two regions (west and

east); the model in the right panel uses three regions (west, east

without Ross sea and Ross sea).

4. Answers to addendum to SC/67B/EM/01

The following section was added on the submission day, when we where notified

of an addendum to McKinlay et al. (2018a). Most of the points raised in the adden-

dum are already covered in the sections above; in those cases we point the reader to

the relevant pages or paragraphs.

(1) The reasons behind differences between the wide models in Cunen et al.

(2018a) and in Cunen et al. (2018b) are explained on page 8. The paper

Cunen et al. (2018a) is a methodological one and the JARPA analyses in

that paper are primarily meant as an illustration. MDW also comment on

aspects of the final models (the winning models according to FIC) and in

our opinion, these comments stem from a misunderstanding concerning the

interpretation of FIC: it is the plausibility of the wide model which is of

primary importance; the candidate models are primarily meant to produce

good estimators and are not meant to be interpreted as being close to the

true data-generating mechanism (see also Section 2.5 and the last paragraph

on page 10).

(2) This point also relates to the correct interpretation of the winning models,

see the previous point. Also, we remind the readers that unlike AIC and BIC,
14



FIC is not aiming at finding the true model, but at finding good estimators

given the wide model.

(3) We address the first question in (5) on page 12. Note also that the issues

MDW raise here are not specific to FIC: all criteria used in model selection

are in a sense estimates (of some true, but unknown quantity).

(4) In the planned biological paper we will provide some residual plots and we

will consider MDW’s specific suggestions concerning which plots to look at.

(5) See Section 2.2.

(6) As we write in Cunen et al. (2018b), we have defined a new focus parameter

in order to accommodate the fact that the wide model includes a second

order effect of year. It is therefore not correct that we simply compare the

year coefficients in the candidate model with the year coefficient in the wide

model. As to MDW’s other question: why do the candidate models not

contain a second order effect of year? This question concerns the correct

interpretation of the candidate models (see point (1)). Of course second

order terms could have been included in the candidate models, but in this

case, as we see from the figures on page 5, the winning (linear) candidate

model obtains a good approximation to the year effect in the wide model.

(7) When we calculate FIC scores we use sum to zero contrasts, so that the year

coefficients are interpreted as the general/overall effects (as we intend). We

comment briefly on FIC and interaction terms in point (7) on page 12. In

Section 3, we illustrate the effect of interaction terms in a similar wide model

as the one used in Cunen et al. (2018b). We have also run a full FIC analysis

with this wide model, and the main results are not changed.

(8) See previous point and Section 3.

(9) All analyses based on parametric statistics rely on a subjective choice of

model (see Section 2.4). The choice of candidate models is also subjective,

but remember again that the candidate models primarily function as produc-

ers of estimators: the specific candidate model winning the FIC competition

is of secondary importance, the importance is which estimator of the focus

parameter it produces. If MDW have any specific candidate models they

would like us to include, we are happy to consider their suggestions.

(10) We have no problem with sharing our code, but have not received any re-

quests (before now?). At any rate, the implementation of the FIC follows

from the formulas in Cunen et al. (2018a).
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